
Resharpening of Milling Discs 
After an estimated lifespan of up to 200 hours our milling discs can be
resharpened 6 to 9 times. This lifetime reflects carbon steel and may increase
or decrease depending on the hardness and material.

Angle Grinders - Specs
Single-sided and double-sided milling discs can be used on standard angle
grinders under the following conditions: electric or pneumatic driven, maximum
2,500 rpm; minimum 900 watts of power.

Semi-automated Solution
For effective leveling of welds a milling slide is available. It provides a constant
high quality surface due to the adjustable distance.

The disc is used for bevelling, leveling of welds, or general scrubbing

(e.g. root pass cleaning). **

These are used for opening butt - or filler welds, repairs, etc. ** 

** Milling Discs are available in diameters of 3", 4.5" and 5".

** Suitable materials are Titanium, Steel, Stainless Steel, Ni-Cr Alloys including Inconel 625 / 718, etc.

PERFECT WELD PREPARATION AND REPAIR IN
TITANIUM, STEEL AND NI-CR ALLOYS INCL. INCONEL 625/718
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Single-sided milling disc
for bevelling, weld preparation & repair

Double-sided milling disc
for opening weld roots
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No abrasive residues / No cross contamination
When disc is cleaned between uses it will allow for perfect weld preparation
and repair thus reducing the risk of having to do a job all over again.

No smearing
When using our milling disc, weld defects are immediately visible and the
smearing caused by grinding is avoided.

No sudden or unexpected reaction/kickbacks
Unlike traditional cutting discs when operating a milling disc you will quickly
notice that the kickbacks are drastically reduced and in most cases completely
eliminated.

High process efficiency
High material removal rate and elimination of frequent tool changes due to
product total lifespan of up to 200 hours.
 
Very long expected lifespan of disc
Each disc has a lifespan before resharpening of up to 200 hours on carbon steel.
Lifespan may increase or decrease depending on the material and its hardness.
They can be resharpened up to 9 times, giving a total lifetime of 1,800 hours.

Low speed heavy dust
Heavy dust/chips fall close to the workplace enabling for a safer work environment.

Reduced or limited sparks 
Depending on the material some applications like Stainless Steel 316 and
Inconel 625 show little to no sparks. Other materials such as Carbon Steel
show a constant and steady flow of sparks that only fly for 4 to 6 feet away
from the work piece.

Hot work
Eventhough the tool and disc present reduced/limited sparks, it is still
classified as a hot work tool. When working on classified/hazardous areas,
all safety precautions pertaining to conventional hotwork tools apply.

Noise reduction
Significant noise reduction due to very quiet process when compared to
grinding methods with standard angle grinders and abrasives.

 


